Incident Action Checklist – Tornado
The actions in this checklist are divided up into three “rip & run” sections and are examples of activities that water and
wastewater utilities can take to: prepare for, respond to and recover from a tornado. For on-the-go convenience, you can
also populate the “My Contacts” section with critical information that your utility may need during an incident.

Tornado Impacts on Water and Wastewater Utilities
Tornadoes can occur in any location with little to no notice. Tornadoes can have wind gusts from 65 to over 200
miles per hour (mph) and are often accompanied by floods, high straight-line winds up to 140 mph, hail and
lightning. About 1,200 tornadoes occur in the United States each year, and they can have devastating impacts
to water and wastewater utilities. Impacts may include, but are not limited to:
• Damage to infrastructure (e.g., storage tanks, hydrants,
residential plumbing fixtures, distribution system) due to
hail, wind, debris and flash flooding, resulting in loss of
service and/or reduced pressure throughout the system
• Restricted access to the facility due to debris and damaged
roads
• Loss of power and communication lines
• Potential contamination due to chemical leaks from
ruptured containers
• Severe water and pressure loss due to ruptured service
lines in damaged buildings and broken fire hydrants from airborne debris
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The following sections outline actions water and wastewater utilities can take to prepare for, respond to and
recover from a tornado.

Example of Water Sector Impacts and Response to a Tornado
Smithville, Mississippi 2011 Tornado
An EF-5 tornado with estimated winds of 205 mph and a half-mile wide base hit Smithville, Mississippi in April 2011,
destroying 150 homes and several businesses and city facilities, including the water system. The utility’s elevated
storage tank was damaged and several pipes were bent due to a car striking the structure. The tornado also tore out
appliances and plumbing fixtures from homes and destroyed at least three fire hydrants.
Both the drinking water and wastewater systems lost power immediately after the tornado hit, and half of the town
was without water due to damage to infrastructure and the power outage. Generators were coordinated through
the Mississippi Rural Water Association to provide temporary power. The drinking water and wastewater utilities
conducted damage assessments and teams were quickly deployed to fix leaks, turn off meters in destroyed homes
and restore service throughout the systems.
Source: NRWA’s “Rural Water assists tornado-ravaged Mississippi”
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My Contacts and Resources
CONTACT NAME

UTILITY/ORGANIZATION NAME

Local EMA
State EMA
State Primacy Agency
WARN Chair
Power Utility
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PHONE NUMBER

Actions to Prepare for a Tornado
_
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Actions to Prepare for a Tornado (continued)
_
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Actions to Prepare for a Tornado (continued)
_

Notes:
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Actions to Respond to a Tornado
_

Notes:
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Actions to Respond to a Tornado (continued)
_

Notes:
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Actions to Recover from a Tornado
_

Notes:
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